
Using qualitative uncertainty in proteintopology predictionSimon Parsons1 Advanced Computation Laboratory, Imperial Cancer Research Fund,P.O. Box 123, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London WC2A 3PX, United Kingdom.2 Department of Electronic Engineering, Queen Mary and West�eld College,Mile End Road, London, E1 4NS, United Kingdom.Abstract. The prediction of protein structure is an important problemin molecular biology. It is also a di�cult problem since the available dataare incomplete and uncertain. This paper describes models for the pre-diction of a particular level of protein structure, known as the topology,which handle uncertainty in a qualitative fashion.1 IntroductionProteins are large biological macromolecules that form the main components ofliving organisms and control most of the crucial processes in within them. Thefunction of a particular protein is determined by the chemical interactions at itssurface, and these are related to its three dimensional structure. Thus knowledgeof protein structure is important. The structure of proteins can be described atvarious levels of detail from the primary structure, which consists of a list ofthe amino acids that make up the protein, through the secondary structure,which is a description of the way that the amino acids are grouped together intosubstructures such as �-strands and �-helices, to the tertiary structure, which isthe set of three dimensional co-ordinates of every atom in the protein. Proteintopology is an intermediate level somewhere between secondary and tertiarystructure which speci�es how the substructures are arranged.Now, knowledge of three dimensional protein structure is sparse so that whilethe primary structures for many tens of thousands of proteins are known, onlysome hundreds of distinct proteins have had their three dimensional structuredetermined. This discrepancy motivates much research into determining proteinstructure including the use of computational techniques.2 Protein Topology PredictionThe prediction of protein topology is interesting because the topology can beused to guide the choice of experiments to con�rm protein structure. A majordi�culty in this prediction is that a vast number of possible topologies can behypothesized from a single secondary structure prediction, and one means totackle this problem is to identify and apply constraints based upon analyses



of known protein structures. For instance, for �=� sheets [1, 13] (which aretopological structures combining �-helices and �-strands):{ C1. For parallel pairs of �-strands, �-�-� and �-coil3 -� connections are righthanded.{ C2. The initial �-strand is not an edge strand in the sheet.{ C3. Only one change in winding direction occurs.{ C5. All strands lie parallel in the �-sheet.{ F1. Strands are ordered in the sheet by hydrophobicity, with the most hydrophobic4strands central.{ F2. Parallel �-coil-� connections contain at least 10 amino acids.Because these constraints are derived from aggregate properties of a col-lection of proteins, they do not apply to all proteins. When Shirazi et al. [12]assessed the validity of C1, C2, C3, C5 and F2 by checking them against 33�=� sheet proteins, they found that only one protein satis�ed all the constraints.Their results, reproduced in Table 1, show that while the folding rules are use-ful heuristics they are only true some of the time, leading us to suspect thatexplicitly modelling the uncertainty in the constraints might be advisable. Oneapproach to doing this is to assess the validity of a structure based upon the con-straints to which that structure conforms [7]. This paper explores an alternativemethod which �ts in well with the constraint-satisfaction approach to proteintopology prediction reported by Clark et al. [1].In this constraint-based approach, the search proceeds by incrementally add-ing components (such as �-strands) to a set of possible structures. After eachaddition the set of structures is pruned by testing against every constraint. Thusfollowing each step a structure can either conform to the same set of constraintsas before, or to some subset or superset of it. So, after each step new evidenceabout whether or not a constraint holds may be available. If it is possible torelate the fact that a particular structure conforms to a particular constraintto that structure being correct, then the e�ect of the new knowledge may beProtein ID Constraints Protein ID Constraints Protein ID ConstraintsViolated Violated Violatedp1aat C2 C5 p1ts1 C2 C5 p1ppd C2 C5p1bp2 C2 C5 p1ubq C3 C5 p1rn3 C2 C5p1cac C2 C3 C5 p2b5c C2 C3 C5 p1sbt C1p1cpb C2 C3 C5 p2cab C2 C3 C5 p1sn3 C2 C5p1crn C2 C5 p2cdv C2 C5 p1srx C2 C3 C5p1cts C2 C5 p2cts C2 C5 p5cpa C2 C3 C5p1ctx C5 p2lzm C5 p3pgm C5p1hip C2 C5 p2ssi C5 p4cts C2 C5p1nxb C3 C5 p3bp2 C2 C5 p4dfr C3 C5 F2p1ovo C5 p3cts C2 C5 p4fxnp1p2p C2 C5 p3dfr C3 C5 p4pti C2 C5Table 1. The results of checking constraints against 33 �=� sheet proteins.3 A protein has coil structure where it is neither a �-strand nor an �-helix.4 Lacking an a�nity for water.



propagated to �nd out how it a�ects the likelihood that the structure is correct.Thus it is possible to tell whether the protein structure that is being assembledhas become more or less likely to be correct, and whether it should be rejectedor continued with accordingly.Now, information about changes in the validity of a structure being correctwith changes in evidence about which constraints it conforms to is exactly thekind of information that is handled by our qualitative approach to propagatinguncertainty [8], and methods based upon this approach are what we considerhere. In the tradition of experimental investigations of how to model uncertaintyin a given problem [3, 4, 7, 10] we discuss a number of di�erent ways in which thedata from Table 1 may be represented. There are, of course, other possibilitieswhich are not discussed here, and some of these are discussed in [6].3 Single formalism approachesThe data in Table 1 may be interpreted as telling us how often constraints holdfor real proteins, since every structure in the table occurs in nature. Thus theproportion of the proteins for which a given constraint holds is the conditionalprobability that the constraint holds given that the protein is real. Thus, for C1:p(C1 jreal) = Number of proteins for which C1 holdsTotal number of proteins = 3233We have no information about the proportion of proteins for which C1 holdsyet which are not real, so we cannot establish p(C1 j :real) in the same way.Instead, we must employ the principle of maximum entropy to conclude thatp(C1 j:real) = 0:5. From [8] we learn that these values are su�cient to establishthe relationship between p(C1) and p(real) as being that dp(C1)dp(real) = [+], sothat as p(real) increases, so does p(C1). This information, in turn [8], tellsus that dp(real)dp(C1) = [+], allowing us to establish how p(real) changes when wehave information about C1 holding. Using the data about other constraints, weget Table 2. Note that dp(real)dp(C2) = [�] indicates that as p(C2) increases, p(real)decreases.Constraint Cases of constraint dp(real)dp(x) Change in p(real) on(x) failure adding the constraintC1 1 [+] [+]C2 23 [�] [�]C3 10 [+] [+]C5 31 [�] [�]F2 1 [+] [+]Table 2. The probabilistic qualitative derivatives and their e�ects



It is possible to construct a valuation system model [11] which allows usto combine the e�ects of the various constraints. A suitable network is givenin Fig 1|ovals denote variables, and boxes denote relations between variables.The propagation of qualitative values in this network may be carried out by theMummu system [8], and using Mummu we can establish that the addition ofC1, C3 and F2 causes p(real) to rise, while the addition of C2 and C5 cause itto fall (Table 2). �� �C5C5!rC5 �� �F2F2!real�� �C2C2!real �� �C3C3!real�� � �� �!!!!!!!!!!! aaaaaaaaaaa,,,,, lllllC1C1!real real
Fig. 1. A network for propagating qualitative changesIt is also possible to model the constraints using possibility theory. If a struc-ture conforms to a constraint, then it is entirely possible that the structure iscorrect. However, if a structure fails to conform to a constraint then it becomesless possible that the structure is correct. Indeed, the possibility of the structurebeing a protein falls to a �gure that reects the proportion of naturally occur-ring proteins that do not conform to the constraint. So, considering the data inTable 1, we have:�(C1 jreal) = Number of proteins for which C1 does not holdTotal number of proteins = 133Since we have no information about proteins which are not real, we know nothingabout�(C1 j:real) and�(:C1 j:real), and so set them both to 1 by the princi-ple of minimumspeci�city [2]. These values, along with�(real) = �(:real) = 1(again by the principle of minimum speci�city) allow us to establish derivativesthat de�ne the relationship between �(real) and �(C1) [8] to be d�(C1)d�(real) = [0],d�(:C1)d�(real) = [#], d�(C1)d�(:real) = [0] and d�(:C1)d�(:real) = [0], meaning that �(:C1) maydecrease when �(real) decreases, whilst it is independent of �(:real), and�(C1) is independent of �(real) and �(:real). From these values it is possible[8] to determine that d�(real)d�(:C1) = [#] with the other derivatives concerning C1 allbeing zero. Similar reasoning about the other constraints gives Table 3. Whenthese derivatives are used with the network in Fig 1, and the e�ects of the ap-plication of individual constraints are propagated using Mummu, the results ofthe last column of Table 3 are generated. These results are rather di�erent from



Constraint d�(real)d�(x) d�(real)d�(:x) d�(:real)d�(x) d�(:real)d�(:x) Change in �(real) on(x) removing the constraintC1 [#] [0] [0] [0] [�]C2 [#] [0] [0] [0] [�]C3 [#] [0] [0] [0] [�]C5 [#] [0] [0] [0] [�]F2 [#] [0] [0] [0] [�]Table 3. The possibilistic qualitative derivatives and their e�ectsthose generated by the probabilistic modelling given above since they predicta change in possibility when a constraint is violated rather than a change inprobability when a constraint is conformed to. At �rst sight it might appearthat those constraints that, when added, cause a decrease in probability (that isC2 and C5), should, when removed, cause an increase in possibility. However,on reection, this is seen not to be the case. Since, under our interpretation,violation of a constraint simply means that the possibility of a structure falls toreect the proportion of structures that violate the constraint, when C2 and C5are violated, the fall in possibility still occurs|it is just smaller than for otherconstraints.4 Integrated approachesIt is also possible to integrate di�erent representations of uncertainty using quali-tative changes [8, 9], and this enables us to model the protein topology predictionproblem in a slightly di�erent way. There is another set of data about the ap-plicability of the constraints [1, 7], which identi�es some ambiguity in the data.This arises because there were a number of alternative structures for some of theproteins that were tested, and the constraints applied to some of these structuresbut not to others. In particular, F1 was found to hold for 1 of the 8 proteinstested, be violated for 5 of the proteins, and be ambiguous for 2, while F2 heldfor 6, was violated for 1, and was ambiguous for 1.One way of modelling this ambiguity is to use Dempster-Shafer theory, and ifthe basic probability assignments that follow from the data given above are takenand interpreted as conditional beliefs, in the same way as the probabilistic datahas previously been interpreted, then bel(fF1g j frealg) = 0:125, bel(f:F1g jfrealg) = 0:625, bel(fF1;:F1g j frealg) = 0:25. Since there is no data aboutproteins that are not real we employ the Dempster-Shafer model of ignoranceto get bel(fF1g j f:realg) = 0, bel(f:F1g j f:realg) = 0, bel(fF1;:F1g jf:realg) = 1, bel(fF1g j freal;:realg) = 0, bel(f:F1g j freal;:realg) = 0 andbel(fF1;:F1g jfreal;:realg) = 1. These values tell us [8] that dbel(fF1g)dbel(frealg) = [+],dbel(f:F1g)dbel(frealg) = [+] and dbel(fF1;:F1g)dbel(frealg) = [�] and these may be transformed [8] togive dbel(frealg)dbel(fF1g) = [+], dbel(frealg)dbel(f:F1g) = [+] and dbel(frealg)dbel(fF1;:F1g) = [�]. All otherderivatives relating F1 and real have value [0]. Repeating this procedure for F2



Constraint (x) dbel(frealg)dbel(fxg) dbel(frealg)dbel(f:xg) dbel(f:realg)dbel(fxg) dbel(f:realg)dbel(f:xg) dbel(frealg)dbel(fx;:xg) dbel(f:realg)dbel(fx;:xg)F1 [+] [+] [0] [0] [�] [0]F2 [+] [0] [0] [0] [�] [0]Table 4. The Dempster-Shafer qualitative derivativesgives the derivatives of Table 4.These values may be used in conjunction with the probabilistic ones givenabove in the network of Fig 2. This network is simply that of Fig 1 extended toinclude the dependency of real on F1. The relationships between C1, C2, C3,C5 and real are determined using qualitative probabilities, while those betweenF1, F2 and real are determined using qualitative beliefs. The approach usingqualitative changes that we are employing allows the combined use of di�erent���������������� �real�� � �� � �� � �� � �� � �� �""""""""����� TTTTT bbbbbbbb PPPPPPPPPPPPPPC1C1!rC1 C2C2!rC2 C3C3!rC3 C5C5!rC5 F1F1!rF1 F2F2!rF2Fig. 2. A second network for propagating qualitative changesformalisms together, simply translating a value of [+] (a de�nite increase) inbelief functions to [0;+] (a possible increase) in probability, and [�] into [0;�],and giving the overall change at real as a qualitative probability. As before it ispossible to consider changes in the value of real when new evidence is obtainedConstraint Added Change in probability of realC1 [+]C2 [�]C3 [+]C5 [�]F1 [+; 0]F2 [+; 0]Table 5. The results of using the probabilistic and Dempster-Shafer qualitative deriva-tives



Constraint Change in possibility Constraint Change in possibilityAdded of real Violated of realC1 [0] C1 [�]C2 [0] C2 [�]C3 [0] C3 [�]C5 [0] C5 [�]F1 [+; 0] F1 [�; 0]F2 [+; 0] F2 [�; 0]Table 6. The results of using the possibilistic and Dempster-Shafer qualitative deriva-tivesabout a constraint holding, since Mummu implements the integration of changesin value discussed in [8, 9]. The results of applying Mummu are given in Table 5.It is also possible to integrate possibility and belief values using the same net-work. Belief changes concerning F1 and F2 are propagated using the derivativesin Table 4, and changes in possibilities concerning C1, C2, C3 and C5 are prop-agated using the derivatives of Table 3. Translation from beliefs to possibilitiesare carried out in the same way as from beliefs to probabilities, and the overallchange in real is given as a qualitative possibility. Since changes in possibility ofthe leaf nodes of the network in only occur when constraints are violated, boththe addition and violation of constraints is considered. This set-up generates theresults of Table 6.Thus the use of both the single and combined formalism approaches make itpossible to establish the change in validity of protein structure as componentsare added. The qualitative information that is provided is su�cient to assess howvalid the addition is, and thus is su�cient to guide the addition of componentsduring the constraint-based search.5 DiscussionUnfortunately there is no obvious \gold standard" [3] against which to comparethe results so that it is not possible to prove that they are helpful. However,it is possible to make several arguments for their being worth having and forthe modelling experiment having been worthwhile. Firstly, it is a demonstrationthat purely qualitative methods for handling uncertainty can be useful. Thus itprovides a useful counterpart to [5], which showed that qualitative probabilitycould be usefully used in a diagnosis problem. Secondly it extends the compara-tive study of the use of di�ering uncertainty handling techniques [3, 4, 7, 10] tocover a new problem|that of modelling the impact of changing constraints inprotein topology prediction. This problem contains a number of di�erent typesof uncertainty, and the fact that di�erent models seem appropriate from di�erentpoints of view provides empirical evidence for the validity of work on the di�er-ent models. In addition, since no model seems to naturally model every aspect ofthe uncertainty, the protein topology problem provides motivation for working



on using the di�erent models in combination in the same problem. Further tothis motivation, this paper, as is the case with the companion paper [7], hassuggested some means of combining di�erent methods within one problem, and,using results generated using the implementation of this work in the Mummusystem, has illustrated the use of combinations of formalisms in solving a realproblem. Thus the paper has provided some empirical demonstration that usingcombinations of formalisms is both feasible and useful.References1. Clark, D. A., Shirazi, J., and Rawlings, C. J. 1992. Protein topology predictionthrough constraint-based search and the evaluation of topological folding rulesProtein Engineering, 4:751{760.2. D. Dubois and H. Prade 1991 Fuzzy sets in approximate reasoning, Part1: inferencewith possibility distributions, Fuzzy sets and systems, 40:143{202.3. Heckerman, D. E. 1990. An empirical comparison of three inference methods. InUncertainty in Arti�cial Intelligence 4, (R. D. Shachter, T. S. Levitt, L. N. Kanal,and J. F. Lemmer, eds.), Elsevier, Amsterdam.4. Heckerman, D. E., and Shwe, M. 1993. Diagnosis of multiple faults: a sensitivityanalysis, Proceedings of the Ninth Conference on Uncertainty in Arti�cial Intelli-gence, Washington D. C.5. Henrion, M., Provan, G., del Favero, B., and Sanders, G. 1994. An experimentalcomparison of diagnostic performance using in�nitesimal and numerical bayesianbelief networks, Proceedings of the Tenth Conference on Uncertainty in Arti�cialIntelligence, Seattle.6. Parsons, S. 1995. Softening constraints in constraint-based protein topology pre-diction, Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Intelligent Systems forMolecular Biology, Cambridge, UK.7. Parsons, S. 1995. Hybrid models of uncertainty in protein topology prediction,Applied Arti�cial Intelligence, 9:335{351.8. Parsons, S. 1993. Qualitative methods for reasoning under uncertainty, PhD Thesis,Queen Mary and West�eld College, London (to be published by MIT Press).9. Parsons, S. and Sa�otti, A. 1993. Integrating uncertainty handling techniquesin distributed arti�cial intelligence, in: Symbolic and Quantitative Approaches toReasoning and Uncertainty, (M. Clarke, R, Kruse and S. Moral, eds.), SpringerVerlag.10. Sa�otti, A., Parsons, S. and Umkehrer, E. 1994. A case study in comparing un-certainty management techniques, Microcomputers in Civil Engineering | SpecialIssue on Uncertainty in Expert Systems, 9:367{380.11. Shenoy, P. P. 1991. A valuation-based language for expert systems, InternationalJournal of Approximate Reasoning, 3:383{411.12. Shirazi, J., Clark, D. A. and Rawlings, C. J. 1990. Constraint-based reasoningin molecular biology: predicting protein topology from secondary structure andtopological constraints, BCU/ICRF Technical Report.13. Taylor, W. R. and Green, N. M. 1989. The predicted secondary structure of thenucleotide binding sites of six cation-transporting ATPases leads to a probabletertiary fold European Journal of Biochemistry, 179:241{248.This article was processed using the LATEX macro package with LLNCS style


